2008 cheverolet suburban

It doesn't have a fold-flat third row and it's heavier than we'd like, but if you need a full-size SUV
with maximum capacity, the Chevrolet Suburban is a compelling choice. The first Chevrolet
Suburban was introduced during Franklin Roosevelt's first administration. Nineteen presidential
terms and 71 years later, the Suburban is still truckin', providing big families with the type of
space and utility that today's growing onslaught of crossover SUVs just can't match.
Dramatically redesigned and improved last year, the Chevrolet Suburban continues to impress
with its handsome and well-built interior, smooth V8 engines and improved road manners. As
always, the big Chevy sports a traditional body-on-frame truck chassis with a solid rear axle,
but body stiffness was increased last year and a coil spring front suspension was added to
create a better ride. A new rack-and-pinion steering system improves handling, while more
powerful brakes do a better job of halting the hefty SUV. Few vehicles can seat eight people, let
alone nine, and for those who truly need this type of seating capacity, the Suburban is really
only matched by its GMC Yukon XL clone and a handful of full-size vans. Furthermore, its
cavernous cargo hold and mighty towing ability are hard to beat. Both are available in two main
trim levels -- base LS and luxurious LT -- and with a variety of packages. The LT comes standard
with steering-wheel-mounted and rear seat audio controls, front bucket seats with a center
console, foglamps and color-keyed exterior trim. The LT2 package adds leather seating, an
in-dash six-CD changer, power-adjustable pedals, remote vehicle starting and rear parking
assist. Move up to the LT3 and these features are added: heated front seats with way driver
adjustment and a Bose audio system with satellite radio. The Convenience Package 2 adds
heated washer fluid, rain-sensing front wipers and a power liftgate to the LT3. Setting the
Suburban LTZ apart are inch alloy wheels, a locking rear differential, a power liftgate,
rain-sensing wipers, power-folding second-row seats with heat, the Autoride rear air
suspension and a third-row seat. Other major options for the Suburban include a navigation
system, a rearview camera, power-retracting running boards and a rear-seat DVD entertainment
system. Chevrolet offers two V8s for the Suburban. Standard on the Suburban half-ton is a 5.
Equipped with GM's cylinder deactivation technology, this V8 promises better than normal fuel
efficiency to the tune of 14 city and 19 highway for Both V8 engines come with a four-speed
automatic. With either the or model, buyers have a choice of either rear- or four-wheel drive. An
automatic locking rear differential is optional on all trims except the LTZ, on which it's standard.
Properly equipped, the Suburban can tow up to 9, pounds. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are
standard on all Suburbans, as are stability control and GM's OnStar emergency
communications system. A three-row side curtain airbag system with a rollover sensor is
standard on all Suburbans. In government crash tests, the Chevy Suburban was awarded a top
five-star rating for protecting the driver and passenger in a frontal collision. For such a big
truck, the Chevrolet Suburban is fairly quick and can get to 60 mph in less than 9 seconds.
However, the 5. Plus, dipping into the power will quickly pull mileage down to the low teens.
There are only so many ways to trick physics: Depending on the model, a Suburban can weigh
anywhere from 5, to 6, pounds. A new suspension with coil-over shocks up front and a five-link
setup out back along with rack-and-pinion steering make for more composed handling and a
smoother ride than before. But with its hefty curb weight, the Suburban doesn't feel nimble
around corners -- not that that should come as a surprise. Aimed for the horizon on an
interstate, there aren't many better cruisers than the Suburban. The cabin is quiet at speed, and
the ride is comfortably controlled over bumps. Like the rest of GM's full-size SUVs and trucks,
the Suburban's interior is a marked improvement over past iterations. Materials quality is good,
fit and finish is spot on and controls are logically laid out. Depending on how you equip the
Suburban, it can seat six to nine people -- a total surpassed only by full-size vans. Cargo
capacity is also immense, with a maximum of Although the Suburban's second row is available
with a power-folding feature, the optional third-row seats must be removed manually to optimize
cargo space. Based on our experience, those dense seats feel like they're constructed of
depleted uranium and removing them requires not only a strong back but the ability to wrestle
them out from deep inside the interior. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Suburban. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car

every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Suburban
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Optional third-row seat doesn't fold flat, acceleration is sluggish
when fully loaded, portly curb weight hampers handling. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Side curtain airbags are now
standard on all models. Read more. Write a review See all 36 reviews. Sinking More Money Into
my Suburban. So very disappointed with my Suburban. The car stalled in motion and I lost
control. Dealership - no help! Called GM - no help. Thankfully not many cars were out on the
road but I could have been hit and having my young son in the car was nerve racking. Very
disappointed Chevy owner here! Been a Chevy owner for 20 years. Stand behind what you
build! Read less. Do Not Purchase a Chevrolet Suburban. All before it hit 80k miles! The frame
and undercarriage is rusted beyond recognition too. General Motors is proven unreliable and
proven to be unable to build a sound vehicle. I will never buy another GM vehicle and I think the
company should have been allowed to go bankrupt. The Active Fuel Management System
causes major problems on this vehicle. World Class trained Chevy Technicians are having
problems figuring out how to deal with the AFM and how to fix the problem. Suburbans were
supposed to have a great engine. The Active Fuel Management ruined it. Don't let them lie to
you. There is also a special memo inside of Chevy mechanics only talking about a high oil
consumption problem that needs 11 parts added to the vehicle to fix the problem at your own
cost. Chevy won't tell anyone outside of their network that they had to have Chevy engineers
come up with a band aid. They also won't cover any of the cost. Do not buy a Suburban from
anyone. The best so far, but. The door actuators are a problem with this year sub. All four doors
have failed. The steering wheel covering bubbled but was replaced on warranty. The sun visors
are bubbling, as well. Bought this vehicle for the snow and so far, so good. See all 36 reviews of
the Used Chevrolet Suburban. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
3. Sponsored cars related to the Suburban. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Want a good deal? You've found
it!!! Welcome to Hyundai of Columbia! Hyundai of Columbia is the largest pre-owned car volume
dealer in the area. We have OVER used vehicles to choose from including a large selection of
lifted trucks and custom Jeeps! Our non-commissioned sales team is standing by to assist!
With this exceptional SUV, you'll get 'sport,' 'utility,' and comfort. Pull up in the vehicle and the
valet will want to parked on the front row. Don't miss your chance to make it your new ride. This
vehicle comes with 4WD for better traction on unstable surfaces, like snow and dirt to give you
the edge over anything you might encounter on the road. More information about the Chevrolet
Suburban: Chevy's Tahoe and Suburban pair sturdy, capable truck underpinnings with more
modern, carlike interiors and features, and stand out for their comfortable ride and decent
handling. With the addition of the new Hybrid model, those who intend to be green but need to
tow trailers or haul heavy loads now have an alternative. Interesting features of this model are
frugal new Hybrid model. Recent Arrival! We offer transparency with the opportunity to build
your deal online, buy from home, or visit one of our clean, state of the art Ressler facilities. We
also offer remote test drives and vehicle delivery within the Gallatin Valley. This Chevrolet
Suburban delivers a Gas V8 5. It has a 8 Cylinder engine. Flaunting a timeless blue exterior and
an ebony interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside out. Don't skimp on safety. Rest easy
with a 4 out of 5 star crash test rating. Don't wait until it is too late! Call today to schedule an
appointment. With the each passing day we rapidly adding countless happy customers to our
business circle having rating close to 5 FIVE stars. Prior to offer for sale, our vehicles are
thoroughly inspected by the competent experts and if needed brought into compliance as well.
Our prime focus in this essential area of life is to facilitate the customers with quality vehicles
within competitive prices. We are continuously striving to provide full technical support to
customers as per their requirement, help them to choose the appropriate vehicle which is best
fit in their budget. We are committed to provide our customers pressure free environment with
honest opinion. Third party Warranties are also offered if required by customers. We are glad to
serve you anytime M Mon. To Fri. Unit Chantilly, VA At Broadway Auto Mall we would love to
earn your business! All prices are cash prices; however we do offer a plethora of financing
options. We offer bank financing special financing and on-the-lot financing. We also have a full
service department body shop and detailing available for your convenience. Appraisers are
always on site. If you have any questions feel free to contact one of our friendly sales
associates at or email us and we will be happy to help. Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Call or click today. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or

imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. The
satellite radio system in this Chevrolet Suburban gives you access to hundreds of nation-wide
radio stations with a clear digital signal. An off-road package is equipped on the vehicle. When
you encounter slick or muddy roads, you can engage the four wheel drive on the vehicle and
drive with confidence. With the keyless entry system on the Chevrolet Suburban you can pop
the trunk without dropping your bags from the store. This unit is outfitted with an OnStar
communication system. This vehicle has a 5. It shines with an exquisite blue finish. The
shiftable automatic in this Chevrolet Suburban gives you to option to control your gears
manually without having to give up the convenience of an automatic transmission. Equipment
listed is based on original vehicle build. Please confirm th
2002 chevy avalanche heater core replacement
2000 honda civic engine diagram
saab viggen bumper
e accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders 8
cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. Sinking More Money Into my Suburban. So very disappointed with my
Suburban. The car stalled in motion and I lost control. Dealership - no help! Called GM - no help.
Thankfully not many cars were out on the road but I could have been hit and having my young
son in the car was nerve racking. Very disappointed Chevy owner here! Been a Chevy owner for
20 years. Stand behind what you build! Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

